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SURVEY SUMMARY
ACH is a common type of vendor payment used by virtually all
organizations to some degree, whether for a very small percentage
of vendor payments to between 80 and 100 percent. The popularity
of ACH for payers is evident — seven out of ten organizations have an
initiative to move more of their vendors to ACH.
Companies collect the necessary vendor bank account information
for ACH payment in a variety of ways. However, a very large majority
of organizations use methods that are not secure, email in particular.
When sensitive vendor banking account information is vulnerable,
companies are left open to possible liability for redirection of
payments or damage to vendors through theft of that information.
In setting up vendors for payment, an important best practice is
verification of the banking information. Here, organizations run the
gamut from careful to no verification. Of course, initial collection is
not the only challenge to securely maintaining accurate information.
Account changes are common and best practice requires verification
of change requests as well. Many, but not all, employ change
confirmation controls that match new vendor information verification.
Some participants do not find collection and management of
vendor bank account information challenging. Others, however, note
common challenges. These include the time-consuming nature of
it, validation of the information, timely communication of changes,
resistance to ACH from small vendors that do not trust the payment
process and the risk of incorrect yet verified data.
There is room and design to increase ACH payments. Similarly, there
is room to improve the security and integrity of the data.

VendorInfo — Enhance and Streamline Controls, Security and Compliance. Contact us for more
information or to schedule a demo: info@vendorinfo.com • 678-335-5735
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Use of ACH in Vendor
Payments
Nearly half of organizations—49 percent—pay anywhere from half to more than 90 percent of their vendor
invoices by ACH. One-quarter of organizations pay only 10 percent or less of their vendors by ACH.
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Initiative to Move More
Vendors to ACH
The trend continues toward increasing use of ACH for vendor payments. Seventy-one percent of
organizations plan to move more vendors to ACH, while a quarter do not. More than half of those
indicating no initiative to move more vendors to ACH are those paying only 10 percent or less of vendor
invoices by ACH. Of course, some identify as a challenge the reluctance by vendors, particularly small
ones, to accept ACH.

Companies with Initiatives to Move Vendors to ACH
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Collection of Vendor
Banking Information
Vendor payments are a target of fraud, and a variety of controls must be in place to combat it. One risk
is sending payment to an incorrect account. Another risk is that a vendor’s account information may be
exposed, possibly rendering the account vulnerable to access by fraud perpetrators.
Vendor banking information is sensitive and should be safeguarded in its collection and storage.
[continued on page 7]

Method of Initial Collection of Vendor Bank Information
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Despite that, a very large majority of organizations—71
percent—use email to collect vendor banking information.
Email, however, is not a secure method of information
transfer. Emails can be intercepted. Fraudsters also
can hack servers on which emails sit, capture vendor
account information, and use it to gain access to the
vendor’s account. It behooves vendors to have debit
blocks and other security on receiving accounts, but
payors must take care on their end to guard sensitive
information to avoid liability.
Ten percent manually gather the vendors’ bank information via
phone, while nine percent gather it automatically via a secure vendor
portal.
Methods mentioned in “other” include U.S. mail, email and third-party electronic
document management.
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Verification of Bank
Information
More than one-third of organizations reported that they do not include vendor account verification
in their ACH set-up process, though 65 percent do verify information in some way. Verification
methods include calling the known vendor contact, calling the bank or requiring a voided check,
a bank letter or bank statement. Seven percent of payors employ prenotes to verify the payee
account, and nine percent employ a third party to handle verification.
Third-party verification involves automated or online processes in four of five cases, one in five
being manual. Third-party verification involves confirming routing and account number along with
matching account number with vendor name.
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Change Verification of
Vendor Banking Information
Besides initial collection of banking information for ACH payment, organizations also deal with
changing information as vendors change banks and accounts due to growth, mergers and other
drivers. Half of organizations verify vendor bank information changes by calling the vendor for
confirmation. Thirty-eight percent require change information to be presented on vendor corporate
letterhead and include both old and new banking information.

[continued on page 10]

Verification of Changes to Vendor Bank Information
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[continued from page 9]

Twenty-five percent email a known vendor contact upon receipt of a change notice to confirm, with four
percent sending regular mail. Twenty-three percent require a change request to include a bank letter of
confirmation. Other methods include third-party signature authentication or accepting the change when
the change is presented on the vendor invoice. Others apply the same verification process used for new
vendor information.

CHALLENGES
What are the challenges in collecting, changing and storing
vendor bank account information for ACH payments?
For many organizations, information gathering, verification and input is time-consuming, particularly
when it is a manual process and where data is entered into more than one system. Additional
challenges include:

Security in
collection

Timeliness in
collection

Incompleteness
of data
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CONCLUSION
ACH is a popular payment method for payors, and a large majority
of organizations plan to continue to expand its use. ACH requires
sensitive vendor banking information, and gathering that information
is not being adequately safeguarded by a very large majority of
organizations. The ubiquity and convenience of email makes it a
primary and easy method for requesting and receiving information.
But email was never designed for privacy or security, and as a means
of conveying sensitive information, it is inadequate. Awareness of
email’s vulnerability, however, inferred from email’s wide use, is lacking.
ACH has become a major payment method and will continue to
grow. But more secure methods of data collection and maintenance
are necessary.

ABOUT THIS SURVEY
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Participants by Industry
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Financial Operations Networks

 www.vendorinfo.com

helps you manage changing

 678-335-5735

requirements for collecting
and managing vendor information.
Financial Operation Networks’ VendorInfo and InvoiceInfo are specialized SaaS suites of vendor selfservice portals and services that bring focused, comprehensive and timely tools and support to meet
changing internal and external requirements for security, controls, compliance, efficiency and scalability.
FON was founded by the leadership team behind PayTECH and The Accounts Payable Network and has
been instrumental in helping thousands of senior financial professionals keep their operations ahead of
the risk, efficiency and cost-avoidance curves since 2001.

